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Abstract
This article examines the U.S.-Thai relationship through various changes, paying close attention to strategic military operations within the Kingdom and into neighbouring countries. Multifaceted impacts of American outsourcing and corporate expansion are discussed. Thailand’s role in the War on Terror amid domestic political turmoil and global economic uncertainty draw questions of the value of the 20th century relationship model. Controversy about undeclared wars within the United States supports argument that Thailand should further remove itself from American-led foreign wars. As the ASEAN partnership continues to play a more dominant role in Thai government policy, with regional concerns more relevant than transpacific issues, Thailand is urged to revise legislation to protect its own security and interests. Such a focus is expected to reestablish Thailand as a regional leader.
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1. Introduction
“Drinking snake blood and beheading chickens with their teeth” (Tomlinson, 2014), the headline read atop pictures of American Marines participating in the jungle survival training portion of annual Cobra Gold exercises in Thailand. Faces suggested those military men were participating not only in survival training, but also in a cultural activity. Maybe one of them recalled a famous line from The Beach (Boyle, 2000) when Leonardo DiCaprio’s character was asked to drink snake blood. Most of them had certainly heard horror stories from the Vietnam War era in the region, when jungle survival was a relevant skill. Others probably mistakenly thought, like many foreign visitors to Thailand, that drinking snake blood is a common practice. Contrary to that popular belief, it is rare to find a Thai person who has actually drank snake blood, as it is considered a rather savage ritual. In the same vein, serious jungle survival skills are of little importance to most Thais, who are urban (CIA, 2014) or rural village dwellers.

Hardcore military personalities the likes of which U.S. Marines are famous for are generally out of place in present-day Thailand. Aside from a recent border dispute with Cambodia (Note 1), and despite ongoing violence in the south (Sanford, 2013), even amid political protests throughout the Kingdom (Marshall, 2014), Thailand is a nation at peace. Strengthening of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) (Note 2) as it prepares for the 2015 start of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) (Note 3) further reduces threat of intra-regional conflict. China’s economic rise concurrently offers ASEAN members a competitive Asian superpower to align with, uprooting U.S. hegemony in the region (Layne, 2008). While the alliance with the United States is still valuable to Thailand, the scope of American influence needs to be re-evaluated to determine what is appropriate for Thailand and its people.

Joint military exercises like Cobra Gold are productive international initiatives which pose little risk, but other aspects of the U.S.-Thai relationship have not been so easy to gather support for. The partnership has shown many signs of dysfunction, such as historical allegations of U.S. involvement in narcotics trafficking throughout the Southeast Asian region (Note 4), protests over purported U.S. interference with Thailand’s internal affairs (VOA, 2011), reports of secret CIA prisons in Thailand (Open Society Foundation, 2013), leaked U.S. Embassy cables regarding the Thai royal family (Marshall, n. d.) and subsequent claims that the U.S. has interest in overthrowing Thai sovereign institutions (Cartalucci, 2013). During the Cold War, political and military support from the United States was crucial to Thailand, but Thailand presently serves to benefit more from more rigid
independence and removal from the American foreign policy agenda. On the other end, the United States has consistently overextended itself abroad and could benefit from a more passive governmental approach, relying instead on the private sector to define the relationship. This article examines the U.S.-Thai relationship through various changes leading to the present reality, paying close attention to clandestine and strategic military operations within the Kingdom and into neighbouring countries. Analyses of relations focus on recent transitions from military toward economic cooperation. Multifaceted impacts of American outsourcing and corporate expansion are discussed. Thailand’s role in the War on Terror amid domestic political turmoil and global economic uncertainty draw questions of the value of the 20th century relationship model. Controversy over undeclared wars within the United States is explored as reason for Thailand to further remove itself from American-led foreign wars.

As the ASEAN partnership continues to play a more dominant role in Thai government policy, with regional concerns more relevant than transpacific issues, Thailand is advised to revise legislation to protect its own security and interests. Such a focus is expected to reestablish Thailand as a regional leader. The United States is urged to respect Thailand’s territorial integrity and facilitate partnership based upon mutual economic and humanitarian interests rather than military objectives. With trade in mind, conclusions recommend Thailand take a neutral position on international conflict occurring outside of its borders.

1.1 Methodology

This is a piece of legal research, undertaken with objectives of understanding current and historical contexts of Thai-American relations, finding and analyzing compelling legal interests, and applying legal principles to proffer solutions intended to help relieve Thailand’s domestic economic and social struggles. We approached issues relating to foreign war with the view that conflicts in epistemology and deontological ethics were unavoidable given well-known, profoundly opposing interests involved in international warfare. The morality of war is not under review in this article. However, virtue ethics and consequentialism are explored via qualitative review of legal and journalistic sources. Our analysis and conclusions rely upon pragmatic ethics, whereby we propose that norms, morals, and practices may be improved through inquiry.

Legal positivist and legal interpretivist models supported review and analysis of theories of law, from the international to municipal levels. When and where conflicts in laws or conflicts between law and practice were found, Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice provided a guide on prioritizing laws and principles. Jus ad bellum and jus in bello concerns were paramount at the international level, whereas Constitutional principles superseded statutory authority at the domestic level. When and where conflicts between laws and systems were found to be extremely complicated, we sought to gain a clear picture of overall circumstances, and used human rights principles as a heuristic. Therefore, the most deference was given to Chapter 1 of the United Nations Charter, the Geneva Conventions, Rome Statute of the ICC, and jus cogens principles of international law. Discussion and conclusions also drew upon philosophical and legal principles from Confucian Eastern traditions.

2. An Historic Friendship

Thailand, formerly called Siam, was the first Asian nation with which the United States had diplomatic interactions (Note 5). By 1839, the United States established a consular presence. Diplomatic relations officially commenced in 1882 (Note 6). Siam was major historical trading hub and American interests at the beginning were commercial in nature. Siam’s resistance to colonization and subsequent suspicion of Western powers constrained the early relationship regardless of whether or not the United States had any classical colonial ambitions. Historically, State relations took a backseat to private commerce due to internal deficiencies in the structure of Siamese government and lack of substantive international law.

Since 1932, Thailand’s unique and painful journey from absolute to constitutional monarchy, through military dictatorships and toward democracy repeatedly strained relations. In 1942, Thailand declared war on the United States, but the Thai Ambassador refused to deliver the declaration (Note 7). More recently, deteriorating security in Bangkok amid political unrest led the U.S. Embassy in Bangkok (2014) to issue various travel warnings. American ‘meddling’ has likewise spurred negative reactions among Thai people (Bangkok Post, 2013). Despite media coverage of fallout between these two allies, the bilateral relationship is alive and robust, only in need of updating.

2.1 Contemporary Economic Relations

The United States is home to more than 240 thousand Thai-born naturalized citizens (Gryn & Gambino, 2012), many of whom make up the backbone of the bilateral trading system. In 2013, trade between the nations reached
nearly 39 billion dollars, with Thailand enjoying a surplus of over 14 billion (U.S. Census Bureau, 2014). While Thailand ranks around 27th among American trading partners for annual exports and 19th for imports (U.S. International Trade Administration, 2014), the United States is consistently one of Thailand’s top three export and import markets (Thai Public Relations Department, n. d.). The United States is also one of Thailand’s top three foreign investors (Royal Thai Embassy Washington DC, n. d.). But, while trade is strong and growing, with Thailand appearing to benefit more from the partnership than the United States, stress of globalization is consistent.

2.1.1 Free Market or Neocolonialism?

Debate on the moral and ethical value of globalization is common. Humans presently face conflicts of ideals and paradoxical sets of choices in an increasingly globalized economy. Multinational corporations, oft portrayed as the ‘bad guy’, bring manifold changes to emerging and developing economies. Alongside exploitation of economies of scale comes exploitation of labor (World Vision, 2009), corruption (OECD, n. d.), and neocolonialism (Note 8). Pollution is outsourced with manufacturing to poorly-regulated markets (Hawkins, 2014).

Markets whose demand is not met by domestic firms become saturated with foreign goods, which satisfy consumers in the short term while creating long-term economic deficiencies. Market entry by domestic upstarts becomes increasingly difficult as existing rivalries dominate consumer preferences, especially in technologies. Lacking sufficient room for new entrants and expanded competition, oligopolies become the norm. For example, the Thai mobile phone market is dominated by mega-corporations Apple and Samsung so much that Thailand’s own i-Mobile can only scarcely stay alive. All across Thailand, Central malls and hypermarkets showcase foreign-based retailers like Tesco, Nike and assorted luxury brands. Global franchise eateries like McDonald’s, The Pizza Company, and KFC enjoy wild popularity while domestic Thai franchises are nearly unheard of.

Dependence on foreign direct investment (FDI) can enslave a market to the whims and demands of foreign entities. Capitalization on foreign economies is legal, but anticompetitive and corrupt practices are routine among those few dominant players in global markets. Developing nations are hitherto unequipped to tame the beasts of Wall Street, leaving much of the world subject to not only external influence but also a heavy amount of external control. This lack of control over one’s own country is the source of much complaining, resentment, and protest which is unlikely to cease until a time when domestic consumers have more control over prices and domestic firms have more opportunity at home.

2.2 Military Ties

The Cold War period changed U.S.-Thai relations. Once a country which declared war on the United States, after WWII Thailand found itself in need of protection from communist powers which setup shop all over Southeast Asia. The United States in turn found the Kingdom a natural ally in anti-communist political argument. Although it is not known whether or not His Majesty King Bhumibol Adulayej’s American birthplace (Kanchanapisek Network, 1999) lent itself to enhancement of Thai-U.S. military relations during the Cold War, one can surmise that such a coincidence did not hinder the alliance. A sort of codependence developed between these two unlikely bedfellows.

2.2.1 Thailand’s Role in Post WWII External Conflicts

Thailand has never been a major military powerhouse but it has played various roles in foreign combat since WWII. Thailand sent small numbers of troops into the Korean War (U.S. Department of State, n.d.). The United States and Thailand became treaty allies via the short-lived Southeast Asian Treaty Organization (U.S. Department of State, n. d.), carrying only two Southeast Asian members. Centuries-old feuds have led to exchanges between Thailand and its neighbours in Myanmar and Cambodia (BBC, 2014). During the reign of Rama IX, no military engagement compares to the Vietnam War in terms of size, scope and duration .

2.2.2 Vietnam War Era

In 1962, U.S. Defense Secretary and Thai Defense Minister forged a bond that defined bilateral relations for decades: fighting communism (Pellerin, 2012). By 1964, Thailand allowed American military bases on Thai soil (U.S. Embassy Bangkok, n.d.). The following twelve years – through 1976 when American troops withdrew from Thailand – were the most significant in the history of U.S.-Thai relations (Kislenko, 2004). In 1966, nearly 25,000 American troops were stationed in Thailand (CIA, 1966). By the mid-1960s, nearly 80 percent of American bombing missions into Vietnam and Laos were flown out of Thailand (Randolph, 1986). Thailand was the regional hub for covert U.S. operations (Leary, 2007). Some clandestine military, CIA, and paramilitary
Thailand’s role as an R&R destination for American GIs and the resulting brothel industry are well known (Jones, n. d.), but Thailand was also significantly involved in military activities in the region. From the early 1960s, the CIA coordinated paramilitary operations in Laos with Royal Thai Police Air Reconnaissance Unit (Holm, 2008). Roughly 38,000 Thai troops were sent to Vietnam between 1965 and 1972 (Ruth, 2010), approximately 30% of total military forces (CIA, 1966). The United States footed the bill for Thai military involvement with more than 3.5 billion dollars in aid between the mid-1950s and mid-1970s (Berger, 2004). The Vietnam War was the foundation for a legacy of military relations between the United States and Thailand, which relied on the anticommunist vision for 50 years (Pellerin, 2004). Turning the page has proved a serious challenge for the allies as they look to find a common vision for the future.

2.2.3 War on Terror

Thailand’s role in the American-led War on Terror was small and short-lived. In 2003, Thaksin’s administration initially authorized 886 Thai soldiers to be sent to Iraq, but later halved the number, sending mostly engineers and medical personnel as political opposition to the war mounted in Thailand (CNN, 2003). When two Thai engineers were killed in Iraq (BBC, 2003), public criticism of Thailand’s involvement quickly followed. By 2005, all Thai troops withdrew (Katzman, 2007).

While domestic Thai criticism focused on the two casualties and perceived morality of the war, international controversy was sparked when Thailand was listed as a country in which secret CIA prisons were stationed. In all, 54 countries were said to have been involved in operating CIA “black sites”, where suspected terrorists were held and tortured. Thailand’s participation in these “extraordinary renditions” reportedly occurred between 2002 and 2004 (Open Society Foundation, 2013). The War on Terror may have inspired a great many patriots in the Western world, but it was nothing short of a debacle in far-away Buddhist Thailand. Fundamental differences between the U.S. and Thailand were exposed, signaling a parting of ways for the old war buddies.

2.3 Divergent Approaches to Counter Terrorism Signal Changing Relationship

The War on Terror was a definitive conflict in U.S.-Thai military relations where the two nations found themselves politically, socially and morally divided in ways they had not experienced during the Cold War. Wars in Iraq and Afghanistan seem irrelevant to the Thai population, which does not sense threat of international warfare within the peaceful ASEAN region (Chalk, 2013). Jihadist attacks are also a tricky problem to deal with for Thailand, which has endured insurgency in the South for more than a decade. Brutal American tactics which yield hundreds of thousands of casualties (Sheridan, 2013) are simply not appropriate for Thailand to utilize or support at home. Likewise, Thailand cannot justify violating basic human and civil rights of its own citizens like the United States has done with international terror suspects (Brown, 2012).

Whereas the American approach to antiterrorism is one based on foreign intervention, occupation, and high-priced, bloody military involvement, Thailand approaches the issue domestically with a similar attrition strategy, but with less firefights and casualties. If local residents in lands occupied by American troops disapprove of U.S. military actions, there is no direct effect in the U.S., but if Thai nationals in the south were subject to the same treatment as enemies and locals in Afghanistan and Iraq, the Kingdom could crumble. In Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Yemen and elsewhere, the U.S. demonstrated calculated, youthful lust for battle while Thailand showed ancient acceptance and understanding of terrorism at home.

Thailand’s pacifist style of conflict mitigation evinced a perceived lack of legitimacy toward the American-led War on Terror. Indeed, American military activities in foreign territories have been widely criticized as violating international law (UNOHCHR, 2013). American scholars (Williams, 2011), veterans (Iraq Veterans against the War, n. d.), members of Congress (Paul, 2002; Kucinich, 2012) and the public (Dugan, 2013) have touted the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan as illegal and unacceptable since the beginning. Opposition to war is a rational constant through history, but voices of dissent in American conflicts since WWII, oddly enough, seem to have both American domestic and international law on their side whereas war supporters have neither. A brief inspection of legal argument against recent wars shows dysfunction within the American government which provides seemingly endless opportunities for Presidents to exploit ultimate power. Such exploits are reason to change.

3. The Presidents’ Wars

The United States of America has formally declared war eleven times related to five instances – the War of 1812, the Mexican-American War of 1846, the Spanish-American war of 1898, World War I, and World War II – yet
the United States military has conducted combat activities in hundreds of instances in foreign countries (Elsea & Grimmett, 2007). These undeclared wars, often called “conflicts” but also admitted to be “wars,” are initiated and controlled entirely by the executive branch with the President as commander in chief. Congress authorizes the President to utilize military forces abroad via statutes and resolutions, though the legislative branch has failed to declare war in all but eleven U.S. military actions in foreign nations. Controversy results over Constitutionality of executive-led military actions.

Recent examples in Iraq and Afghanistan have spurred global controversy from the start. The War on Terror was a contributory cause of global financial crisis and continues contribute to political turmoil worldwide. Synergistic programs like the NSA surveillance (CBS News, 2014) alongside diplomatic cables leaked onto the internet eroded bonds of trust among nations and citizens. As the United States is faced with threats to its once hegemonic authority over global military, economic, and political landscapes (Kupchan, 2012), some legal experts look inwards and place blame at the top.

3.1 Controversy over Constitutional Power

The U.S. Constitution grants Congress the power to “declare war” (Note 9), whereas the executive is given no such authority under the Constitution. Once war is formally declared, the President has control over the military. None dispute these facts. Controversy lies in the Presidential and Congressional invocation of non-Constitutional agreements which transfer legislative power over war to the executive. While battles overseas rage onward through time, scholars, critics, public officials (Paul, 2010) and others argue about the implicit and explicit authority of the Presidency and therefore executive branch in matters of military.

The Constitution requires the President to “take care that the laws be faithfully executed” (Note 10). The President is also required to take an oath prior to entering office wherein he or she swears to “preserve, protect and defend the Constitution of the United States.” (Note 11) The oath does not mention other laws, and thus it is foremost the President’s duty to uphold the “supreme law of the land” (Note 12) which is the Constitution first and indirectly treaty law. Original intent of Constitutional founders regarding myriad issues is difficult to establish, and ultimately dependent upon the judicial interpretation of the time in which the debate over Constitutional meaning occurs. Nonetheless, explicit and literal definitions of the English language are more bounded than some people have argued.

Article II of the Constitution is short compared to Article I, and provides little detail regarding the powers of the President. Pertaining to the President’s role in military, Article II mentions only a general duty that “the President shall be Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the United States, and of the Militia of the several States, when called into the actual Service of the United States” (Note 13). No explicit provisions are found in the Constitution which grant or transfer of legislative powers to the executive. Separation of powers mandates that each branch is co-equal to the other two branches, and they are intended to check and balance powers among them, but one may not usurp the power of another. Using separation of powers as a guide, we can easily argue that Constitutional language was purposefully drafted to withhold from the executive the power to make war (Rakove, 2009) in order to prevent abuse of power.

An important issue in the controversy over undeclared wars may well be the constitutionality of statutes like War Powers (Note 14) and the National Emergency Act (Note 15), which have aided Presidents in seizing legislative power to declare or start war after congressional authorizations such as Public Law 107-40 (Note 16). Ironically though, the War Powers Act and National Emergencies Act were ostensibly intended to limit the power of the Presidency after the Vietnam War abuses under the Nixon and Johnson administrations. Presidents have reportedly considered the War Powers Act as unconstitutional, though not favoring this position to reduce instance of undeclared war; no, in fact, “every President since Nixon has regarded the War Powers Resolution as an unconstitutional intrusion on his prerogatives regarding the use of force” (Ackerman, 2001). Whether or not Presidential prerogatives to make war are in conflict with original intent of Constitutional language is yet undecided by the judicial branch.

3.1.1 “…to protect the liberty and security of the governed…”

Unfortunately for proponents of peace, the law is limited regarding what can be done in an instance when there may be collusion between all three branches to violate the Constitution by simply ignoring a reasonably viable interpretation of Article 1 §8. When a more obvious interpretation of the basic law of a nation is not applied, resulting in controversies such as those witnessed during War Powers actions, judicial review should occur or the effectiveness of a Constitutional system is minimized. However, judicial review is not explicitly provided for in the Constitution (U.S. Supreme Court, n. d.), and coincidentally or not, the Court has opted not to invalidate executive-made wars on Constitutional grounds.
Whether originally intended or not, the executive has consistently wrested legislative power to initiate war, and the legislative has delegated such authority to the President resulting in an apparent violation of separation of powers. *Airports Auth. v. Citizens* (Note 17) held that “the ultimate purpose of this separation of powers is to protect the liberty and security of the governed”. What to do when security and liberty are in conflict with one another remains a perplexing issue. When posed with the choice, Presidents generally choose security, thereby failing to protect liberty and uncovering a glitch in the system.

Until recently, resistance to curtailing executive power persisted based upon perceived rights and duties to protect American citizens from foreign combatants. But, a progressive humanitarian interpretation of the 14th Amendment, once used to protect foreign businessman *Yick Wo* (Note 18), could be applied to “any person” anywhere, including outside of the jurisdiction of the States, therefore making virtually all foreign war unconstitutional because the practice does not support Constitutional principles: “nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law” (Note 19).

The fact that American Constitutional law does not inherently apply to foreigners outside of the USA is not a contentious issue, but recent actions suggest that American laws may not apply to American citizens either. Notwithstanding serious opposition, the Obama administration has ordered drone strikes on multiple American citizens, whose Constitutional rights to due process were arguably violated (McKelvey, 2011). In a time of remote and covert warfare, rights violations are a daily occurrence and there is seldom justice available for victims (Rowley, 2013).

At the core of the larger controversy, one side argues that the executive has unilateral authority over the military, and that the President’s powers were originally intended to be broad, so there is no legal problem with undeclared wars (Association of the Bar of the City of New York, 2002). The other side contends that the President has no power to initiate a war without congressional declaration. Critics have gone so far as to say that the American Presidency is an “imperialist” one (Prakash, 2006), which might help explain how the democracy often enough manifests hereditary rulers.

Through the years, numerous cases attempted to address fundamental issues of undeclared wars (Note 20). In *McArthur et al v Clifford et al* (Note 21), Justice Douglass, dissenting, wrote “the spectre of executive war-making is an ominous threat to our republican institutions” and called the issue an “important constitutional problem.” Voices of dissent oft appear voices of reason as the executive, with de facto support of the legislative, claims the President’s constitutional authority is broad, that the Constitution vests the President with the plenary authority, as Commander in Chief and the sole organ of the Nation in its foreign relations, to use military force abroad” (Note 22).

### 3.2 Same Effect by Any Cause

Whether or not Congress declared a war, whether compliant with international law or not, whether Constitutional or legal per se or not, the United States of America has been involved in over 140 undeclared war actions since the War Powers Act of 1973 was passed, more than 7 times as many such actions as the U.S. engaged in between WWII and promulgation of the War Powers Act. The practical result of this supposed ‘curbing of excess in the executive branch,’ has been an increase in such abuses compared to the period prior to the so-called remedy.

Gross violations of international law are likewise arguable. Since the War Powers and National Emergencies Acts, the United States lost an International Court of Justice decision in *Nicaragua v USA* (Note 23), but failed to comply with the ruling pursuant to United Nations Charter Article 94(1). Though the United Nations’ general mission is “to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war”, the United States as a member has consistently violated such general principles, especially in its defiance of provisions mandating peaceful resolutions such as Article 2(4) and Article 33(1). Via breach of treaty provisions, the U.S. ipso facto flouts its own Constitution again as per the supremacy clause (Note 24). Perhaps military strategy thus precluded American ratification of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, so the U.S. could invoke, without remorse or remedy, provisions of its internal law as justification for failure to perform treaty obligations (Note 25).

Instead of formal declarations of war by the legislative branch, as mandated by the Constitution, since 1976 “the President has been subject to certain procedural formalities in utilizing some statutorily delegated emergency authority” (Relyea, 2001). The President, after having satisfied those procedural formalities, has been in effect independently allowed to commence and control any scale and scope of military operations he so desires. Presidents submitted 128 reports to Congress under the War Powers Resolution as of September 2010 (Grimmett, 2010), President Clinton having submitted the most reports at that time. Ongoing NATO and other intervention
in foreign nations are justified and intellectualized with these reports “consistent with the War Powers Resolution”.

3.2.1 Force of Habit

Various UN Security Council Resolutions (i.e. 678 & 1441) (Note 26) have been used to justify use of unilateral force, despite apparent conflicts with UN principles and Charter Articles while at the same time the wars have been roundly considered illegal by scholars and the media (Kingston et al, 2003). Notwithstanding the merits of arguments against, the literal legalities of these situations have been largely disregarded in favor of the status quo, which accepts such military campaigns. Comparison between Iraqi and Afghani wars and Vietnam have been consistent, which conjures a grim outlook for the image of American military, whose reputation was marred significantly by Abu Ghraib (Hersh, 2004) and Guantanamo Bay (ACLU, 2011) prison torture scandals. Likewise, the reputation of the American people was placed in jeopardy when Amnesty International (2010) urged the U.S. to begin criminal investigations on its own government personnel regarding the torture of prisoners, and when former President Bush canceled a visit to Geneva due in part to the potential that he could have been prosecuted for his role in incidents of torture (Amnesty International, 2011).

Former President Bush’s 2004 election opponent, John Kerry, once famously testified to the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations regarding war crimes U.S. servicemen reportedly committed in Vietnam. According to Kerry and other veterans, servicemen routinely “raped, cut off ears, cut off heads, taped wires from portable telephones to human genitals and turned up the power, cut off limbs, [blew] up bodies, randomly shot at civilians, razed villages in fashion reminiscent of Ghengis Khan, shot cattle and dogs for fun, poisoned food stocks, and generally ravaged the countryside of South Vietnam” on a “day-to-day basis with the full awareness of officers at all levels of command” (Kerry, 1971). The United States has been accused of war crimes more than once (Human Rights Watch, 2001), though its position on the UN Security Council gives it power over various matters unequal to other member nations. For as long as the U.S. withholds ratification of the Rome Statute (Note 27), there is no forum for leaders to be tried except within the U.S., where the military brass enjoys freedom from punishment. In a like manner, non-recognition of ICJ jurisdiction over any case is considered an entitlement (Note 28).

The basic idea is that the United States of America has been abusing for a very long time, and virtually nothing can stop it. President Nixon famously decreed his own sovereign immunity, saying “when the president does it, that means it is not illegal” (Frost, 1977) despite there being no statutory nor Constitutional support for such presidential sovereign immunity under American law. In fact, Clinton v Jones (Note 29) showed that public officials, including Presidents, are not granted immunity under the law. Beneath the Federal level, the Minnesota Supreme Court (n.d.) found that the doctrine of sovereign immunity “no longer served a useful purpose”, and that only “planning level” conduct could be protected by immunity, whereas “operational level” conduct could not. Nonetheless, few can imagine a day in which an American President is prosecuted for a war-related crime.

Nixon, who actually declared the war on drugs (LEAP, 2008) - a war that has lasted 40 years, cost over $1trillion and hundreds of thousands of lives, which even the U.S. Drug Czar Kerlikowske said hasn’t been effective (CBS, 2010) - might be the President whom history experts portray as the most habitual and deplorable of violators of the Constitution, but other Presidents have consistently gone beyond explicit Constitutional provisions in their use of the military abroad. In 2007, Obama remarked that “the president does not have power under the Constitution to unilaterally authorize a military attack in a situation that does not involve stopping an actual or imminent threat to the nation”, then later sent troops into Libya without Congressional approval (Yoo, 2012). We could easily argue that there was no “imminent threat” posed by Afghanistan, Iraq, Pakistan, Yemen or the majority of foreign targeted persons, but such arguments fall on deaf ears.

3.2.2 Beating a Dead Horse

Unfortunately for the United States, allies like Great Britain and Australia have had to accept that the war in Iraq was not objectively lawful from the start (Guardian, 2010), a truth which led to a public statement by General Sir David Richards in the UK that the war against the Taliban and al-Qaeda is not winnable, an opinion Sir Richards said Gen. David Petraeus shared as well (BBC, 2010). In sum, these wars were never legal or winnable and came with a price tag of about $6 trillion (Bilmes, 2013), pushing the United States closer to bankruptcy every year, one of Osama bin Laden’s goals (McLean, 2004). At some point, one must stop and question the value and legitimacy of leadership, and pursue alternatives in the event that one is being led into oblivion.
3.3 “The War Powers Resolution Really Does Not Work” (Note 30)

It is too late to prevent occupation of Iraq and Afghanistan, but the future need not be written as the past has been. If the Presidents will not cease extra-Constitutional warring, Congress can circumvent such military disasters by passing new legislation or by seriously amending existing statutory language regarding so-called undeclared wars, which has been proposed (Kaine, 2013). However, Congress passed more than a decade worth of White House budgets funding undeclared War on Terror actions, thus there appears to be little will in the legislative branch to curtail military activity.

Courts are the third and final means of correcting the problem, but the majority of the issue is exempt from court decision under the doctrine of political question or due to lack of standing. Challenge on Constitutional grounds is theoretically possible, but the Supreme Court has yet to speak on any such controversy. Alas, the internal workings of the American government remain secretive, and progress toward peace appears more elusive with each passing term. As in-fighting and opaqueness plague the American landscape, foreign nations are best advised to pursue alternative means of securing and maintaining peace and stability.

4. Moving On

While Thailand grapples with its own domestic development and political concerns, the United States moves forward with what many consider a perpetual war campaign (Seahill, 2013). These two Cold War buddies have long parted ways philosophically. While the United States as a republic theoretically separates religion and state while rationalizing millions of deaths for its own economic advantage (Beaumont and Walters, 2007), Thailand is constitutionally bound to “patronize and protect Buddhism” (Note 31), making use of force difficult to justify.

Upon closer inspection, these States and people seem to have very little in common. Thailand and the U.S. are from entirely different schools demographically, geographically, linguistically, politically, religiously, historically and culturally. Only a common foe has ever bound them as more than mere trading partners, and that foe perished when the Soviet Union fell and the People’s Republic of China opened its doors. As Thailand eyes developing and maintaining closer ties with re-emerging leaders like China and India, its relationship with the United States must naturally change to accommodate allies whose interests are more Asia-centric. While a breakup may not satisfy either country, Thailand and the U.S. appear to be headed toward a sort of separation or open relationship. As a developing nation, there are various options Thailand can pursue to strengthen its own position in such a time of change.

4.1 New and Improved Thai National Security

In order to enhance the internal security and integrity of the Thai state, the nation should adopt a domestic strategy more similar to that of great powers like the U.S., China, Russia and France. Thailand affirmed its own sovereignty in 1976 when American bases were closed, but further effort is needed in the name of Thai national security. As per §77 of the Thai Constitution (Note 32), foreign military should not be allowed to conduct any independent covert or overt activities within the Kingdom, nor should a foreign military lead any operations aside from joint training exercises. Although the Thai Constitution alone provides sufficient guidance on military independence, sui generis legislation may be required to implement stronger controls.

The National Human Rights Commission may require broader and more specific investigative power, including that for prevention (Note 33), in order to assure Thailand is not complicit in torture of prisoners of war. The Constitution (Note 34) mandates compliance with human rights conventions such as the Geneva Convention (Note 35), but implementing statutes (Note 36) may need revision in response to extraordinary renditions.

The CIA is best known for espionage, yet it has enjoyed phenomenal hospitality within Thailand, leading undoubtedly to conflicting interests between military and other institutions. The Internal Security Act (Note 37) could be used to mitigate effects of foreign agencies like the CIA, but various threats are probably overlooked due to the long-term presence of such organizations within Thailand, where Thai nationals don CIA, FBI and U.S. Army fashion apparel. New legislation is recommended to protect Thai independence, sovereignty, national security and interests (Note 38). A tactfully worded Espionage Act would likely support Thai Constitutional objectives, but semantic argument about what threatens or injures the Kingdom would need to be anticipated prior to promulgation (Note 39), considering that there are government personnel who do not prefer change.

4.2 Restart

Long before the Cold War plagued the Southeast Asian political front, prior to drawing of colonial boundaries, Thailand – then known as Siam – was a major trading hub. The Chao Praya mouth at the Gulf of Thailand makes Bangkok a natural port of rest, leisure and commerce in the region. Located in the heart of the Greater Mekong Subregion, Thailand is a gateway into Southeast Asia (Royal Thai Embassy Washington DC, 2011). Known as a
poplar international tourist destination (TAT, 2014), Thailand – “Detroit of the East” – also hosts major automotive manufacturing facilities (Kubota and Sugiyama, 2014) and seeks to attract more foreign and domestic investment.

As the Kingdom strives to re-emerge as a trade hub, intra-ASEAN and intra-Asian relationships are of incomparable importance. Chinese firms offer competition for infrastructure projects like the Trans-Asian Railway Network joining Kunming with Singapore through Bangkok (People’s Daily Online, 2011). The China-ASEAN Free Trade Agreement (2010) (Note 40) is expected to yield $1 trillion in annual bilateral trade by 2020 (Yafei, 2014). These new partnerships and opportunities make it impossible for Thailand to cling to outdated policies and strategic alliances. The only feasible option for the Thais is to go back to what they were once best known for – international commerce – and take note from the King’s second home in Switzerland.

4.2.1 Neutrality

British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain once famously said, “In war, whichever side may call itself the victor, there are no winners, but all are losers” (Oxford, 2013).

War and violence can be rationalized through religion, including in Buddhist traditions (Shadbolt, 2013). However, engaging in conflict invariably leads to bias, which is not a virtue of a judicious nation. By losing objectivity and impartiality, opponents subject themselves the paradoxical outcomes highlighted by Neville Chamberlain. The Theravada Buddhist tradition, which nearly all Thais practice, teaches of various states of neutrality or equanimity characteristic of balance, impartiality, wisdom and avoidance of excess (Gunaratana, 1980). Neutrality appears the only rational path for those who seek to commit themselves to orders of peace, justice, and respect for the rights of self and others.

Ideals of self-reliance and independence similarly form the basis of core American philosophy by Emerson and Thoreau. Although the American government has not taken initiative to preach such virtues in its missions abroad, nations like Thailand should take note of the one-way street that is American military activity. Certainly no foreign nation will ever be permitted to have a military base within the United States, nor would the American public tolerate foreign intelligence gathering within American borders. It is fact that a hypocritical United States applies its double standard with international impunity (Herman and Robles, 2013), in conflict with American internal law and against public opinion. However, engaging this debate is like opening Pandora’s Box – it basically causes more trouble than it is worth.

5. Conclusion

“When you are content to be simply yourself and don’t compare or compete, everybody will respect you.” ~ Lao Tzu

In summary, Thailand is best advised to distinguish itself from the crowd by withdrawing from the military aspects of foreign affairs, by not taking sides, and by focusing on business. Nothing in all of history compares to the American war machine. One country in Southeast Asia certainly cannot steer the course of such a thing’s future. All Thailand can do is try to stay away from external threats, whether direct or indirect. The United States should and will continue to be an ally and important trade partner, but Thailand’s role in American conflicts should be nil since Thailand has no interest in associated risks. A shifting of Thailand’s mental and human resources away from war games and imagined hostilities will free up more time and energies to focus on what is crucially important to the nation – finance, economics, and sustainable development.
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